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Covid Pandemic in UZ Leuven 2020-...

- First patient:

15th of March 2020

- Highest peak: 

28/10/21 – 9/11/21 > 169 
covid patients

60 on ICU

(second wave)

- Today:

5/5/22: 101 covid patients

11 on ICU



La petite bonté – The Small Goodness



GOODNESS

amid all the degeneration of human relations, 

goodness persists

SMALL

it can never become a system or an organized regime

The Small Goodness – a definition



Biblical roots – hermeneutical key

A rabbinic commentary tells us that the people of 
Israel were liberated from Egypt and led by 
Moses through the merits of Abraham. The 
sages asked what act of Abraham's could have 
been powerful enough to bring about the 
liberation from slavery?

- Was it because he left the land of idols to obey 
a word from God? No.

- Was it because he interceded for Sodom, the 
wicked city? No, it was not.

- Then perhaps because he was willing to 
sacrifice his only son, Isaac? No more.



Abraham's most meritorious act was 
when he invited three strangers to his tent 
at the oaks of Mamre. One may ask how 
this act, which is a simple gesture of 
hospitality common in the nomadic world, 
is so meritorious? The answer is that it is 
precisely in the ordinary that the truth and 
depth of Abraham's faith are played out.



Small Goodness is:

• Without witnesses

• Without triump

• Modest and in silence

• Gratuitous and eternal

• Defines the being of man

• Beautiful but impotent

• Shakes up inhumanity

• Reveals othernesness of 
the selfnessless





Rose for on the body of the deceased



Little bracelets of  connectedness



Little crosses of connectedness, for Christian patients



Cuddly heart for little children



Remembrance heart in the chapel (also for employees)



Questions for exchange

• Do you recognize aspects of ‘the small goodness’ in your own 
practice as chaplain? 

• Do you think that the ‘small goodness’ is possible in our 
healthcare institutions that are increasingly tightly structured 
and managed?

• What are the conditions for this ‘small goodness’ to have space 
in chaplaincy and to have impact?

• The small goodness criticizes (c)lean structures and in this 
sense is always somewhat contradictory. As chaplains we 
prefer to work integrated in the care team. Can we then still fully 
choose to integrate the small goodness as part of spiritual 
care?


